Marine Liability

LIABILITY COVER
FROM SHIP
TO SHORE.

PROTECT AGAINST
THE LIABILITY
A towed oil barge is involved in a collision causing a large
oil spill; a ship sinks in shallow waters disrupting marine
traffic and needs to be removed; a chemical explosion
in a sea port; a contractor falls and injures himself
on board a vessel.
Whether impacting marine vessels directly or related to onshore
activities, marine liability is a continually evolving risk that has
the potential to generate volatile and catastrophic exposures.
Protect the exposure
Providing broad coverage for
marine liability perils faced by
the maritime industry, Hiscox
Marine Liability insures companies
of all sizes for both conventional
and more specialised marine
liability risks.
With an appetite to look at more
complicated and tougher risks,
as well as the more conventional,
our experienced and technically
knowledgeable team are
recognised in the Lloyd’s market
as leaders in their field.

Our appetite
Offering a line size of up to $50 million,
we underwrite on a primary or excess
basis for all types of marine liability risks
anywhere in the world, with a particular
focus on the US.
We cover:
Dshipowners’ liability/protection
and indemnity (P&I)
Dexcess liabilities and umbrella
Dmarine employers’ liability (MEL)
Dcharterers’ liability
Dship repairers’ liability
Dvessel pollution liability
Dport authority liability
Dterminal operators’ liability
Dmarine professional indemnity
Dmarine construction liability.

Marine liability cover through Lloyd’s
Hiscox can trace its Lloyd’s roots back
to 1901 and underwrites through
Syndicate 33, one of the oldest and
most respected syndicates in Lloyd’s.
All Syndicates benefit from the security
of Lloyd’s high quality A+ financial
rating (S&P), as well as its Central
Fund and the multiple risk participation
of the subscription market.

Additional marine cover from Hiscox
Denergy liability
Dmarine cargo
Dmarine hull
Ddirectors and officers’
Dterrorism.

Hiscox Marine Liability Insurance
Key features and benefits
FEATURES

BENEFITS

Willingness to look at more complicated
and ‘tougher’ marine liability risks.

More options for clients who might
be struggling to get cover elsewhere.

Quick underwriting response,
including a dedicated e-trading team.

Increased certainty for clients and brokers.

Clear, unambiguous policy wording.

The client knows what is and what
isn’t covered.

Tailor-made solutions to policy wording.

No ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach.

Transparency in appetite.

No wasting brokers’ time.

Access to underwriters on a
face-to-face basis.

Underwriters empowered
to make decisions.

Claims handling mirrors
the underwriting philosophy.

Clients will be dealt with by decision
makers to get claims paid promptly
and efficiently.

Hiscox Ltd
1 Great St Helen’s
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T +44 (0)20 7448 6000
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www.hiscoxlondonmarket.com

For more information
To find out more about Hiscox Marine Liability, speak
to your usual Hiscox underwriting contact, email
marineliability@hiscox.com or go to hiscoxlondonmarket.com.
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